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The ‘Rife Valley Park’
•  Walking and cycling routes
•  Drainage & wetland habitats
•  ‘South Downs to Coast’ cycle route
•  Allotments 
•  Children’s play areas

New Local Centre
•  New primary school fronting public square
•  Mixed use buildings with retail & community facilities
•  Pocket parks with children’s play areas and outdoor    

 community event space

Potential employment location

Sports and play facilities with pavilion building

Perimeter green corridors with screening planting 
and walking/ cycling routes

Southern railway line with enhanced pedestrian 
underpasses 

Strategic A29 realignment and railway bridge

Integrated landscape assets 
•  Sustainable drainage elements (basins and swales)
•  Native planting
•  Biodiversity enhancement 

Higher density residential area with space for ground 
floor small start-up businesses/ creative hub

East-west link to/ from Westergate
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Proposals at Barnham, Eastergate and Westergate 

Have your say…
Land at Barnham, Eastergate and Westergate is allocated for development 
in the Arun District Council Local Plan (2018). The Church Commissioners 
for England, CEG and Hanbury Properties, who control the majority of land 
within the allocated site, have been working on an Illustrative Masterplan. 
The purpose of this Illustrative Masterplan is to show how approximately 
4,000 new homes could be delivered and how it could integrate with both 
the realigned A29 and the existing villages.
 
We would very much welcome your feedback on our Illustrative Masterplan 
and we look forward to working with you over the coming months to refine 
this in response to feedback received.  
 
The consultant team is available and would be pleased to explain the 
proposals to you and answer any questions you may have.
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Land under the control of others

Additional land within 
site allocation

Land under the 
control of others

Additional 
land within 
site allocation

Potential extension of 
St. Philip Howard 
Catholic School

Strategic A29 Realignment

New bridge over railway

Additional 
land within 
site allocation

Additional 
land within 
site allocation

Additional 
land within 
site allocation 10
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This study covers development between one of the proposed 
roundabouts along the A29 Realignment, in the area between 
it and the new bridge of the rail line. The bridge will ascend 
and descend gently, and in each direction the descent will be 
through areas of new housing positioned increasingly close 
to the road, accentuating the fact that at its landing point 
the road is passing directly through the new neighbourhoods 
- encouraging traffic to slow down on approach to the 
roundabout. Options for cyclist priority around the main 
roundabouts are being explored.

The new A29 Realignment will pass through clusters of 
new housing south of Barnham Road before entering the 
main part of the southern site. A new foot/cycle bridge is 
envisaged too, maintaining the continuous existing east-
west cycle route that is designated. The cycle route will pass 
through a wide green landscaped corridor, overlooked by 
new housing that adds natural surveillance across the space. 
Pavilion apartment blocks are illustrated on corners, framing 
the point at which the road enters housing areas.

The masterplan will accommodate areas for outdoor sports 
– the type and extent of these is being explored. This study 
area illustrates how one such area could be located towards 
the southern end of the Rife Valley Park. This significant 
area of open space would form the foreground to the new 
neighbourhood when approached from the south, and at the 
point where the road passes into the housing areas a central 
landscaped island to the carriageway is illustrated as another 
traffic calming / ‘gateway’ feature.
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Options for the provision of employment land are being 
explored, and the illustrative masterplan allows for a mixed 
use area close to Barnham Station, one that might be 
suitable for small start-up businesses and/or a creative hub. 
Additionally a dedicated area for a range of employment uses 
is being considered, and this study area shows this located 
north of the point where the A29 Realignment route would 
connect to Lidsey Road. South-east of here a distinct cluster 
of housing is illustrated, alongside some of the significant 
areas of surface water attenuation – grassy basins that will 
help to ensure no local increase in flood risk.

Two new local centres are proposed on the illustrative 
masterplan, and this study area covers the southern one. It 
includes a new primary school and would also accommodate 
other facilities such as convenience retail and other 
community services. The local centres are positioned to 
be visible from the new A29 Realignment, but arranged 
around a public square a short distance away from the main 
carriageway. They would be points for community focus 
and activity, also featuring a range of housing types likely to 
include apartments.

In considering how the realigned 
A29 might pass through, and 
connect to, different types and 
character of development we have 
studied a selection of areas across 
the illustrative masterplan. These 
explore how new housing, public 
open space and other uses would 
address the road – and be accessed 
from it where necessary. Objectives 
include ensuring that drivers are 
aware that they are passing through 
places accommodating varying 
numbers of people and levels of 
activity and therefore are encouraged 
to slow their speed. The road will 
need to serve its strategic role but 
at the same time include a series of 
designed-in features and relationships 
to built form that calm traffic and 
discourage unnecessary acceleration 
and speed.

Study Areas Introduction
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